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Feathered Astronaut  
Kisuy Hadam in Outer Space 

 

Rabbi Berger went to Mars on the billion 

dollar mission, to cure queasy medical students 

of anxiety when operating on bloody patients. 

After experimentation, he located the minerals 

that could accomplish this 

antidote (see Excitement in 

Halacha: Sukkos on Mars). He 

used a tool in the space ship to 

grind up the stones, and packed 

the valuable pebbles in the 

containers that he had brought. 

Rabbi Berger felt the satisfaction 

of a mission accomplished, and 

decided to head home. He went 

into his spaceship, and took off 

in the direction of Earth. 

On the way, Rabbi Berger felt 

overcome by weakness. His 

spacesuit automatically sent the 

information of his blood and 

vitals to a computer. He saw on 

the screen that he was low on 

protein. 

“My protein is low, and I 

don’t have any more meat resources,” Rabbi 

Berger messaged Earth. 

“We will send chicken in our next satellite to 

the International Space Station. Make a stop 

there before continuing on to Earth.” 

“Whose rabbinical certification are you 

using for the slaughtering? I don’t use just any 

standard,” asked Rabbi Berger.  

“We will take care of it,” Earth 

messaged back ambiguously. 

“By the way, insurance covers for 

the chicken, but not for the 

delivery.” 

 “Okay, charge my credit card 

for the balance,” answered Rabbi 

Berger.   

“That will be $20,000. Thank 

you, and have a nice flight.” 

Rabbi Berger docked his 

space ship at the International 

Space Station, and was greeted 

by an astronaut. “I came here for 

a package,” requested Rabbi 

Berger. 

They brought him a bobbing 

figure, and a shichita knife. 

“Oh my! It is a live chicken in 

a space suit,” exclaimed Rabbi Berger. 

 

What should they use for kisuy hadam. 
There is no dirt in outer space to 
permit shechting the chicken? 
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Option 1) The ground up stones of Mars 

can be used for kisuy hadam (Yorah Deah 

28:23).  

Problem: It would be Bal Tashchis to 

waste such an expensive mineral if there 

would be a cheaper option around (Beis Yosef 

28:21[2] Shiras Devorah version). 

Option 2) After slaughtering 

the chicken it can somehow be 

surrounded by a cloth to catch the 

blood to be saved until reaching 

Earth to cover the blood later. 

Problem: Some say, one can’t 

shecht the chicken unless he is in a 

place that there is dirt that can be 

used to cover the blood, because, 

even in a difficult situation the Gemara didn’t 

mention this option of saving the blood in a 

cloth (Beis Yosef 28:21[2] Shiras Devorah 

version; Taz 28:17; Aruch Hashulchon 28:45). 

Others say that even though the Gemara 

doesn’t state it, the Geonim have a kabbalah 

that one can do kisuy hadam onto a cloth 

(Darkei Moshe 28:9-10; Rema YD 28:21; Shach 

28:29; Nekudas Haksef on Taz 28:17; 

Chuchmas Adom 8:6). According to the 

Geonim, when one reaches a place that there 

is dirt, you wash the cloth to restore the blood 

in water. Then, the blood-colored water is 

obligated in kisuy hadam (Yorah Deah 28:12). 

If the water is bloody, one puts dirt on it and 

only then makes the bracha. If the water 

doesn’t change color, he can’t make the 

bracha (Kaf Hachayim 28:121 and Darkei 

Tshuvah 28:125; from Livush 28:24). 

Option 3) Ground up gold is acceptable 

to use for kisuy hadam, because the pasuk 

calls it dust (Iyuv 28:6; Chulin 88b). Where the 

chicken is worth more than the ground gold, 

all agree he must use powdered gold which is 

cheaper for kisuy hadam (Darkei Moshe 28:9-

10). 

Therefore, in our case, since the chicken 

was worth $20,000 and his gold watch $5,000; 

Rabbi Berger is required to grind up his gold 

watchband to use it for Kisuy 

Hadam. 

Rabbi Berger took his grinding 

machine and ground up the gold 

band of his $5,000 watch. For Kisuy 

Hadam, one needs to pour the blood 

onto dirt, and more dirt is placed on 

top of the blood (Yorah Deah 28:5). 

Therefore, first he smeared a cloth 

with the gold dust. He shechted the 

chicken and caught the blood onto the cloth. 

Afterwards, he made the bracha of Kisuy 

Hadam, and wiped the rest of the gold dust 

onto the blood (Aruch Hashulchon 28:8, 10).  

He prepared the chicken, and it tasted out 

of this world.  
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